
It had to happen sooner or later and it
happened.

Me and Joe were sitting on the lower
deck of a number forty seven bus each
clutching a pair of football boots .
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Firemen are looked upon as the good guys of the local community and
held in much respect, even being a reserve member of the football team
meant one had a certain amount of reflected prestige. It also meant you got
invited to the fireman's ball at Christmas, which was the event of the year
in a small town like ours. That is not to say much happened round here but
a loose cow on the road made the headlines in the local paper, for two
weeks.

There was an unwritten code of honour that you did not leave the
football team mid season except for exceptional circumstances, like death,
even then it had to go to the committee. This was party because it was not
considered the gentlemanly thing to do, but mostly it was to stop entire
teams resigning on mass upon hearing they are about to play a particularly
violent team. Apparently it happened a long time ago.

This meant that me and Joe were still in the reserve team. We still
however got our two complimentary tickets to the Christmas ball, the main
reason we had both joined, as Joe delicately put it, those tickets were girl
magnets come December.

Being forty seventh reserve in the Fireman's Reserve Football Team
has one big advantage over being in the first eleven, you never actually
have to play the game.

I didn't have to play Leeds when we lost forty seven to three. I didn't
play Chester when Charley, Arthur, Frank and Martin all ended up in hospital.
I didn't play Doncaster when Godfrey the goal keeper disappeared, never to
be seen again.

Having said all that Murphy's law combined with the enormously high
number of injuries our side always seemed to get, it had to happen sooner
or later and it happened.
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I don't know if the rest of the bus were meant to know all this, but
the lady saying it must have thought her friend was on the upper deck
rather than in the seat next to her.

Enid and their uncle Anther had bought them that dining table they
had wanted and it was in their front room, well she didn't know how she
was going to face Enid now not with this then that business of not inviting
their Eric  ......

By the end of the journey I was definitely on the side of William, our
Doris sounded like a right pain and if her voice was as loud as her
spokesman, all I can say is that our William had had a very narrow escape.

The pitch where we were playing football, sorry the field, when we
finally found it, was behind some derelict industrial buildings and no matter
where you stood there was a nasty smell of burning rubber. All lower league
matches are played within the in sight derelict buildings or a gas works, it
must be in a rule book somewhere.

Me and Joe were sitting on the lower deck of a number forty seven bus
each clutching a pair of football boots and a faded yellow jumper. The last
time I had actually played football was at school when the boots were made
of buffalo hide and they had six inch nails hammered into the soles.

Joe ask why I was not speaking, I told him that until I got positive
evidence otherwise I was blaming him for getting us into playing this
football match. Unfair perhaps but you have got to blame someone.

The journey continued in silence, or would have done if William had
not had an argument with their Doris. Well the wedding was off and all the
presents had to go back and everything, what with their Jim and his family
come all the way from Huddersfield......
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The club house or to give it its proper name, that place over there,
was an old Nissan hut that had once been used to keep pigs in. At some
point the pigs must have complained about it so the local football club got
it.

If I had thought that the changing rooms were cold when I put my kit
on I had not anticipated running out onto the pitch, it was like running
headlong into a refrigerator. It's far too cold to play I protested to the team
captain. He could not hear however as he did not put his deaf aid in while
playing. " We're glad to have you too." he said. His lip reading was
obviously not very good.

The captain pointed to a place on the field and told me that was my
spot. It seemed to me much like any other part of the field. I assumed that
the rest of the team knew what they were doing and had a quick look round
at the other yellow jumpers, I began to wonder how true this assumption
was. There did seem to be alot of us for a game of football.

I was jumping up and down waving my arms in a vain attempt to try
to get a bit warmer. I decided to count the crowd, there were seven and one
dog. Suddenly someone shouted at me, Its yours ! What is I thought,
looking round to see if the ball was rolling along the ground towards me.
With a thwack the ball it came out of the sky and hit me hard in the chest,
without thinking I just grabbed hold of it.

It is one of those strange oddities of life is that in moments of
impending disaster time seems to slow down to a crawl, you have extremely
complicated thoughts in what is only a few seconds. Somewhere deep in the
back of my mind I could see images from my memory, from the depths of
my mind a message was trying to get through.

The memory was as clear as day, I was a small, cold, wet, muddy boy
standing in the middle of the school playing field, the teacher was blowing
his whistle, pointing at me shouting ' Handball ', the humiliation, the free
kick to the opposing side, the loss of the match and all my fault. Unhappy
school memories however was not the message I was trying to recall, it all
had to do with !!!
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Before my thoughts had chance to wander any further down memory
lane, a large shoulder with a twenty five stone man attached to it crashed
into my stomach. I lay on the ground completely winded, perhaps a better
description of way I felt just then was totally dead. I was just about to take
in a life giving breath of air when another twenty five stone slab of meat
landed on top of me.

Just as life was ebbing away the message that my brain had been looking
for finally came through, Message read, ' Footballs aren't that shape!'

Now being forty seventh reserve in the fireman's reserve football team
means one does not have to dedicate ones entire life to playing or
practising football. My involvement was mainly confined to telling people
the score of the last match. I never got involved with the little details, it
turns out one of the little details was the fact that the team was actually a
rugby football team.

I have just about managed to figure what football is about. You have
eleven men who kick the ball around and try to get it in one of the nets at
the end of the field. Somewhere in the middle of all this is a spare man who
keeps blowing a whistle at you.

Rugby on the other hand is was another matter, here fifty oversized
beings run about a muddy field beating each other up for a couple of hours,
then get drunk for the rest of the evening. I suspect like football there is
perhaps slightly more to it than I have discovered.

The sudden realisation that I was actually playing this suicidal game
plus my encounter with the twenty five ton member of the opposing team,
left me in a condition that any where else in the world would have had me
strapped onto a life support machine.

I lay in the mud, still apparently breathing. I thought the best course
of action was to stay on the ground, with football I learnt that if you stay
on the ground two nice men rush on with a stretcher and carry you off.
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It appears that in rugby if you stay on the ground all the rest of the
players run all over you, not only the opposing players. I decided to get up
before it happened again.

If laying down had been a mistake getting up was a bigger one, as I
staggered to my feet I heard that dreaded shout;  ' Here it's yours.! ' I
looked round only to see someone idiot throwing that ruddy ball at me
again. I should have run in the opposite direction and accept the abuse the
team would hurl at me. Still half dazed from my first encounter with the
opposition however I caught the ball. I must have been holding it for all of
one millionth of a second when my stomach was hit by a steam roller
travelling at a hundred miles an hour.

By the time the game ended, I had figured out this rugby game. The
object was to inflict as much injury as possible on the opposing side, you
score two points for a bleeding nose, three points for a sprained ankle or
wrist, four for a sprained shoulder and eight for a damaged knee. They
scored about seventy six off me. Those they don't kill on the field of play
they try to drown in the bath or drink to death in the bar afterward.

I am not sure how exactly I got home that night I remember me and
Joe sneaking out to catch the last buss. However I vaguely recall following a
large cow up a long gravel path. At one point I seem to be laying on my
back in what must have been in an ambulance except it was covered in
straw and I was looking at the stars. It smelt like a hay wagon and was
being pulled by a large slow horse. It was a great comfort being in the
safety of an ambulance so I must have dozed off.

To say I did not feel too good the following morning is a gross
understatement. I opened an eye and looked at a ray of sunlight spreading
across my bedroom ceiling, dawn was breaking and making a hell of a noise
about it as well. I put the large lace trimmed pillow I had been laying on
over my head to block out the dreadful sound of all those birds.
Underneath the pillow my brain gave a big yawn and stretched and tried to
gather it's self together. Lace trimmed pillow and bird song, neither of these
things registered. I did not own a lace trimmed pillow and there are no bird
that get up this early where I live. Page 5



    End

I opened my left eye it was pitch black, my brain whispered you're still
under the pillow. I lifted a corner of the pillow, it was daylight, more
confusion however as my left caught sight if a pink dressing table with
bottles and powder puffs on it. I sat up slowly giving the room time to stop
spinning. I looked round at a very girlie pink bedroom, the small window
was open, there were trees outside hence the bird noise. As well as the
dressing table there was a pink wardrobe with a long mirror and a chair with
a long nightdress draped over it.

" Well we're not in Kansas anymore Toto." I said to my self. “Certainly not in
my flat anyway."

There was a little knock at the door.
" Hello" I said softly, my head would’nt allow a shout.

Milly walked in carrying a tray with tea toast and a boiled egg on it.
"Glad you are awake I brought you some breakfast." she said.
"Milly what are you doing here, I must be still dreaming." I looked at her.
"O that's nice, am I often in your dreams." said Milly.

As I ate the breakfast Milly explained what had happened. Milly's
brother, one of the fireman in our team was worried when me and Joe
disappeared as we had quite a bit to drink. He knew there were no busses
at that time of night so organised a search. Joe was found half way to town
riding a cow, they were both taken to there respective homes. Milly's
brother found me much later sleeping in a hay cart. As it was early morning
by then and I was out to the world he took me to his Grandmothers cottage
which was quite close. He put me in the granddaughters room where she
stayed on holidays. He than rang Milly to check up on me in the morning.

I thanked her for coming to check up on me. She then she said that
was yesterday, today she thought she had better wake me up. As Milly was
talking it eventually dawned on me that it was not the following day at all,
it was the day after the following day. I had slept through a whole day. It
was thenI decided it was time to resign from the fireman's reserve football
team.



About these books
This series of books was designed as a reading resource for primary

education at schools or private tuition and just fun. They are graded from
simple picture books with text to full text short stories.

The layout and text is designed for easy reading on computer screens.
Instructors and parents can be assured there is nothing in these books
that not suitable for young children. They can all be downloaded so they
may be used without being connected to the internet.

I have been a draftsman for many years and
during idle moments especially in meetings, little
characters get doodled. These characters seem to
take on a little life of their own and hang around in
the mind until they eventually find a home in a
story. The short stories come in the same way
when I do not have a pencil and paper to hand.
These books and the original web site is
somewhere to share these little characters.
If they give anybody a little enjoyment then
I am well pleased.

These original picture books are free to download,
keep, copy, print and use quite freely without any
restriction.
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Tonys Fun Poetry

There is also a series
of illustrated poetry
with levels from simple
to complex which you
may find interesting.
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